
 

 

ADLER MAGNUM

 

 Model No. 1224

DESIGN DR. PETER DRAENERT

 

An extensible dining table, boat-shaped, rectangular or organic, made of natural stone or solid wood/wood veneer with lifting

mechanism for an integrated center-leaf made of stone or solid wood/wood veneer. The base is an oversized base 2 – oval of stainless

steel in matt ground finish or a flat oval base 6 oversized with a rectangular base plate.

 AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING MATERIAL VARIANTS:

  

Stone

 

Wood





1224   ADLER II DESIGN PETER DRAENERT 1995 ADLER II   1224
NATURAL STONE NATURAL STONE

Size Top Top Top Top Top Top Top Top
W - L - H stone 2 cm stone 2 cm stone 2 cm stone 2 cm stone 2 cm stone 2 cm stone 2 cm stone 2 cm

approx. in cm edge 5 edge 5 edge 5 edge 5 edge 5 edge 5 edge 5 edge 5
*PROMOTION PG 2 PG 3 PG 4 PG 4a PG 4b PG 5 PG 6

Silver Paradiso polished
Carrara leathered

95 x 150 x 74,5
oval extended

95 x 210 x 74,5

and center-leaf of stone 60 cm

extendable

105 x 170 x 74,5
oval extended

105 x 250 x 74,5

and center-leaf of stone 80 cm 105 x 190 x 74,5
extended

105 x 270 x 74,5

1224 dining table MAGNUM 120 x 270 x 75
oval with oversize extended

120 x 370 x 75

and center-leaf of stone 100 cm

95 x 160 x 73
boat-shaped, rectangular, organic, oval oval 105 x 180 x 73

105 x 200 x 73
105 x 220 x 73
105 x 240 x 73

not extendable

120 x 260 x 73,5
oval with oversize

Note: Price supplements for special orders - ADLER:
Base with rollers not suitable for high pile carpets. base 2 / 6: lacquered to RAL / NCS as per request

base 2: with rollers
base 3: with leather cover leather I / leather II
base 5: oval stone base
base 5: oval stone base with rollers
base 6b: flat oval base on a base plate stainless steel matt ground finish
base 8: cross base on a base plate stainless steel matt ground finish
extension frame lacquered to RAL / NCS as per request

base 2 - oval        base 3 - oval with leather            base 5 - stone                   base 6 - flat oval  base 8 - cross

standard Price supplements for special orders - ADLER  MAGNUM:
*The promotion prices include: base 2 / 6: lacquered to RAL / NCS as per request
table top: boat-shaped base 2: with rollers
stones: Silver Paradiso polished, Carrara leathered base 3: with leather cover leather I / leather II
For this promotion we may NOT provide photos or reservations of slabs. base 5: oval stone base

base 5: oval stone base with rollers
base 6b: flat oval base on a base plate stainless steel matt ground finish
extension frame lacquered to RAL / NCS as per request

standard 

with integrated lifting mechanism

base 2 
boat-shaped, rectangular, organic
extendable standard 
with integrated lifting mechanism

1224 dining table base 2 

not extendable standard 

base 2 

with integrated lifting mechanism

1224 dining table base 2 
boat-shaped, rectangular, organic
extendable standard 

extendable standard 

Model type Pedestal

1224 dining table base 2 
boat-shaped, rectangular, organic



1224   ADLER II DESIGN PETER DRAENERT 1995 ADLER II   1224
SOLID WOOD SOLID WOOD

Size Top Top Top Top
W - L - H solid wood 2,5 cm solid wood 2,5 cm solid wood 2,5 cm solid wood 2,5 cm

approx. in cm edge 5 edge 5 edge 5 edge 5
beech steamed  maple bleached Swiss pearwood American walnut

oak DRAENERT colors European cherry

95 x 150 x 74,5
oval extended

95 x 210 x 74,5

extendable

105 x 170 x 74,5
oval extended

105 x 250 x 74,5

105 x 190 x 74,5
extended

105 x 270 x 74,5

1224 dining table MAGNUM 120 x 270 x 73,5
oval with oversize extended

120 x 370 x 73,5

and center-leaf of solid wood 100 cm

95 x 160 x 73
boat-shaped, rectangular, organic, oval oval 105 x 180 x 73

105 x 200 x 73
105 x 220 x 73
105 x 240 x 73

not extendable

120 x 260 x 73,5
oval with oversize

Note: Price supplements for special orders - ADLER:
Base with rollers not suitable for high pile carpets. base 2 / 6: lacquered to RAL / NCS as per request

base 2: with rollers
base 3: with leather cover leather I / leather II
base 5: oval base veneered as top
base 5: oval base veneered as top with rollers
base 6b: flat oval base on a base plate stainless steel matt ground finish
base 8: cross base on a base plate stainless steel matt ground finish
extension frame lacquered to RAL / NCS as per request

Price supplements for special orders - ADLER MAGNUM:
base 2 / 6: lacquered to RAL / NCS as per request

base 2 - oval          base 3 - oval with leather            base 5 - wood                   base 6 - flat oval   base 8 - cross base 2: with rollers
base 3: with leather cover leather I / leather II
base 5: oval base veneered as top
base 5: oval base veneered as top with rollers
base 6b: flat oval base on a base plate stainless steel matt ground finish
extension frame lacquered to RAL / NCS as per request

not extendable standard 
table top glued lengthwise

base 2 

standard 

1224 dining table base 2 

boat-shaped, rectangular, organic standard 
with integrated lifting mechanism
and center-leaf of solid wood 80 cm
table tops glued transverse

base 2 
extendable
boat-shaped, rectangular, organic standard 
with integrated lifting mechanism

table tops glued transverse

extendable

Model type Pedestal

1224 dining table base 2 
boat-shaped, rectangular, organic
extendable standard 
with integrated lifting mechanism
and center-leaf of solid wood 60 cm
table tops glued transverse

1224 dining table base 2 



1224   ADLER II DESIGN PETER DRAENERT 1995 ADLER II   1224
VENEERED VENEERED

Size Top Top
W - L - H veneered MDF 2,5 cm veneered MDF 2,5 cm

approx. in cm edge 5 edge 5
 maple bleached European cherry, American walnut
beech steamed Swiss pearwood, oak, wenge fineline

95 x 150 x 74,5
oval extended

95 x 210 x 74,5

base 2 105 x 170 x 74,5
oval extended
standard 105 x 250 x 74,5

105 x 190 x 74,5
extended

105 x 270 x 74,5

base 2 120 x 270 x 73,5
oval with oversize extended
standard 120 x 370 x 73,5

base 2 95 x 160 x 73
oval 105 x 180 x 73
standard 

105 x 200 x 73
105 x 220 x 73
105 x 240 x 73

base 2 120 x 260 x 73,5
oval with oversize

Note: Price supplements for special orders - ADLER:
The undersides of table-tops, edges and frames are black lacquered. base 2 / 6: lacquered to RAL / NCS as per request
Base with rollers not suitable for high pile carpets. base 2: with rollers

base 3: with leather cover leather I / leather II
base 5: oval base veneered as top
base 5: oval base veneered as top with rollers
base 6b: flat oval base on a base plate stainless steel matt ground finish
base 8: cross base on a base plate stainless steel matt ground finish
underside of the table lacquered to RAL / NCS as per request
extension frame lacquered to RAL / NCS as per request

base 2 - oval       base 3 - oval with leather            base 5 - wood                   base 6 - flat oval     base 8 - cross Price supplements for special orders - ADLER MAGNUM:
standard base 2 / 6: lacquered to RAL / NCS as per request

base 2: with rollers
base 3: with leather cover leather I / leather II
base 5: oval base veneered as top
base 5: oval base veneered as top with rollers
base 6b: flat oval base on a base plate stainless steel matt ground finish
underside of the table lacquered to RAL / NCS as per request
extension frame lacquered to RAL / NCS as per request

not extendable
table top veneered lengthwise

not extendable

standard 

extendable
with integrated lifting mechanism
veneered MDF 100 cm center-leaf
table tops veneered lengthwise

1224 dining table
boat-shaped, rectangular, organic, oval

boat-shaped, rectangular, organic

with integrated lifting mechanism
veneered MDF 60 cm center-leaf
table tops veneered lengthwise

extendable

1224 dining table
boat-shaped, rectangular, organic
extendable
with integrated lifting mechanism
veneered MDF 80 cm center-leaf
table tops veneered lengthwise

1224 dining table MAGNUM

extendable standard 

Model type Pedestal

1224 dining table base 2 
boat-shaped, rectangular, organic
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